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Capstone Summary

As a PF in Chemistry and Chemical Biology my role has been facilitating the growth 
of our G1s as reflective educators as well as serving as a liaison between members 
of CCB and the Bok Center. This year, I focused on: (1) enhancing the quality of 
microteaching, (2) incorporating an inclusive and equitable teaching for chemistry 
workshop with Ashlie Sandoval, (3) garnering actionable mid- and end-of-year 
feedback from students, (4) implementing minor modifications to the Chem 301 
curriculum to fulfill requirements of the Bok Teaching Certificate, and (5) improving 
CCB/Bok Center engagement interactions. This CCB PF Capstone Space presents 
the highlights of some of these efforts.
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(1) Enhancing the Quality of Microteaching
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Microteaching #1: Presentation, Delivery, and Boardwork
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Microteaching #2: Content and Structure
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pollev.com/davidsong842

Text DAVIDSONG842 to 
22333 once to join, then text 

A, B, or C

Promoting Active Learning in the Classroom
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Microteaching #3: Interaction and Engagement
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(2) Incorporating an Inclusive and Equitable Teaching 
Workshop w/ Ashlie Sandoval  



Inclusive and Equitable 
Teaching 

for Chemistry



Workshop
Facilitator

Ashlie Sandoval 
Assistant Director 

of Equity and Inclusion
ashliesandoval@fas.harvard.edu



Workshop 
Objectives

01
INTRODUCTION TO INCLUSIVE TEACHING
What are the challenges and barriers that students face?
What are some strategies to address these challenges?

02
ACTIVE LEARNING
What is active learning and why is helpful for students and 
instructors?

03
CASE STUDIES
How would you increase equity and inclusion in these scenarios?
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Case Study: Prompt 3

You’re a TF for a materials chemistry course. Students are learning about X-ray crystallography and evaluating single crystal diffraction data in 
their labs. Last week, the course head and instructional team took the students on a field trip to a national lab so that the students could 
network with staff scientists, learn techniques beyond their labwork, such as collecting data at a synchrotron source, and see the 
opportunities and career pathways that chemistry could offer students.

For this week’s section, you plan a lesson to enhance the benefits of the field trip, as well as to offer the benefit of the field trip to students 
who could not attend, and require students who attended to make a short presentation about their experience, discussing what they learned 
and their personal takeaways.

One student, Jason Li, in describing his experience says, “What I learned is that when using a 0.5 s exposure time, you can see a superior 
resolution for the same micron-sized crystal’s diffraction pattern. And my personal takeaway from this experience is that x-ray diffraction has 
so many uses. The researcher said it could help us to infer techniques used by craftsmen of the past in the making of ancient sculptures. I 
think this knowledge might help with conservation. Near my grandparents’ hometown, we have a cultural heritage site called Jingyin Temple, 
with a famous sculpture of the Buddha that Buddhists and visitors come to see. I think it would be great to one day be able to restore those.”

Another student says loudly to students at his table, “I thought Chemistry was the antidote for religion, not a method for keeping it alive.” The 
class snickers.

Jason stops presenting and looks down.

How would you respond?



Inclusive Teaching 
Takeaways

Developing an inclusive and equitable 
pedagogy is a lifetime practice.

Inclusive Moves Discussed Today

1. Defuse stereotype threat

2. Cultivate a growth mindset

3. Unpack the hidden curriculum
(reflect on your own assumptions)

4. Make course material relevant by 
helping students connect the 
material to prior knowledge
(get to know students, their goals and 
challenges)
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“The most useful aspect was the recorded microteaching because it allowed me to 
draw my own conclusions about my teaching and think about feedback from others 
from my perspective of a student instead of my perspective as a teacher.”

“The reflections and written feedback were not very useful because the verbal 
feedback was the same and I already iterated my reflective thoughts during the 
microteaching session.”

“Make it less of a time commitment--I believe that the course can be very useful but 
I think that it took a bit too much of our time. Though it was not extremely bad.”

(3) Garnering Actionable Feedback from Students
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(4) Streamlining Video Observations into Curriculum

Option 1: Initial 
Meeting and Class 
Observation
Schedule an initial 
meeting with one of the 
PFs to debrief on the first 
few sections/labs, have 
questions answered and 
be directed to resources. 
Sometime after the 
individual meeting, one of 
the PFs will visit your 
section/lab to observe 
your teaching, paying 
special attention to 
specific areas you have 
discussed in the meeting 
and providing feedback to 
you.

Option 2: Video Consultation towards Bok Teaching Certificate
Record one of your sections or pre-lab talks and the first half of lab (video 
recording equipment is available). Sometime after your recording, one of the PFs 
will consult with you on your video recording to help you gain formative feedback, 
put yourself in your students' shoes, implement a low-stakes way to learn more 
about your teaching, learn to read a classroom, expand your teaching repertoire, 
walk away with a few tangible things to work on, and see what is wonderful about 
your teaching.

Since many of you will not teach beyond your second teaching assignment 
required by CCB, pursuing Option 2 this semester is a perfect opportunity to 
receive support in your teaching through Chem 301 while also working towards 
fulfilling the video consultation component of the Bok Teaching Certificate during 
a time you are guaranteed to be teaching. As an added bonus, all students 
completing Chem 301 will already be receiving credit for one of the three 
required Bok Seminars. The final component of the teaching certificate is to 
reflect on your teaching by creating a teaching statement, an original syllabus, 
and a reflective piece---all of which can be satisfied in later semesters as you are 
narrowing-down your career prospects and working on job applications.

https://bokcenter.harvard.edu/teaching-certificate
https://bokcenter.harvard.edu/seminars
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(5) Improving CCB/Bok Center Engagement Interactions 
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(5) Improving Teaching Team/Student Engagement 
Interactions 


